Jigsaw Curriculum
Mastery – Oracy – Life Skills – Thinking Skills – Leadership – Immersive & Collaborative Learning – Personal Greatness

SMSC

- Diary entry in role (emotional well-being link)
- Newspaper reporting a missing wallet
- Addressing shifts in formality – newspaper to
diary entry in the style of Raphael
- Continue the narrative of ‘Trash’
- Scientific explanation of Darwin’s theory
- Narrative based around evolution of animals
- Editing and re-drafting throughout
- Reading comprehension
- Writing Masterpiece (children’s choice)

- Considering the question,
‘Are all changes bad?’ (Optimism
focus)

E

Mathematics
- Reading, writing, ordering and comparing numbers to 10 million
- Rounding numbers
- Exploring the four operations on whole numbers – addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division
- Identifying common factors, common multiples and prime numbers
- Solving number and practical problems

STEM
- Exploring the theory of evolution,
Charles Darwin (famous person)
- Exploring the fossilization process
- Designing and making junk model
instruments and using the app
‘GarageBand’ to record our songs

Expressive Arts
- Creating our own surrealist artwork
- Creating junk model instruments and
composing our own piece of music
- Creating the Wyndham logo using only
trash

British Values
-

Mutual Tolerance
Respectful Attitudes
Democracy
Rule of Law
Individual Liberty

Life Skills
-

Communication
Leadership
Business
Citizenship
Healthy Eating
Fitness

Physical Education
- Introducing the ‘Mindfulness Mile’
- Fitness focus – ‘compare their
performance with previous ones and
demonstrate improvement to achieve
their personal best

Mastery – Oracy – Life Skills – Thinking Skills – Leadership – Immersive & Collaborative Learning – Personal Greatness

History
- (Science link) Exploring how we evolved
to become the
people we are today

Geography
- Comparing the countries England and
India

Modern Languages
- To begin Autumn 2

Religious Education
- Exploring the question, ‘How do
people express their faith through
the arts?’

Fun Diverse GREAT Creative Unique Challenging Outstanding

Fun Diverse GREAT Creative Unique Challenging Outstanding

English

